the number of terms in the sum equals q n~x -q n~2 ). 1 One can show that t conserves the conditions (1) and (2) The fact that MY) = 1 is contained in the following more general identity valid for integers k such that k = l(mod q -1):
YJ y~k =1 if fc = g*(modg n -1) for some i, EXAMPLE. In case n = 2, q = 2 we have X(V) = -1. In case n = 2, ^ = 3we have X(V) = ^/~^2 -1 where >/--2 = -1 (mod 3).
This is then a finitely generated free W F -module which is a direct summand of IFL^ The general linear group GL(V) operates naturally in D(V) so that D(V) becomes a representation space for GL(V).
Next we describe some simplicial complexes associated to V. Given any partially ordered set S one can consider the simplicial complex whose fc-simplices are precisely the totally ordered subsets of S having k + 1 elements.
EXAMPLES, (a) S = set of all affine subspaces of F away from the origin, ordered by inclusion. Let A(V) be the corresponding simplicial complex.
(b) S = set of all proper linear subspaces of V which are transversal to a given proper linear subspace V' cz V, ordered by inclusion. Let T(K V') be the corresponding simplicial complex.
(c) S = set of all affine subspaces of V strictly contained in a given hyperplane //in V (H away from the origin), ordered by inclusion. Let C(H) be the corresponding simplicial complex. Note that C(H) is canoni-cally isomorphic to T(V, V) where V' is the unique hyperplane through the origin parallel to H.
(d) S = set of all proper linear subspaces of V ordered by inclusion. The corresponding symplicial complex is the well-known Tits complex
(C(H)) is free abelian of rank

te-l)(,'-l)...ta"-i-l).
Note that (c) is a consequence of (b). It is easy to see that 
Put
H n _ 2 (T(V);<$) = H"_ 2 (r(F);^)
n > 2, = ker(H 0 (T(F);^)^n n = 2. PROPOSITION Proposition 7 describes the restriction of D(V) to any maximal parabolic subgroup of GL(V). It is quite likely that the isomorphism of Proposition 7 holds also with K F replaced by W F (this is the case for / = 1 or n -l). 
There is a canonical isomorphism D(V) ® WF F £ B n -2 (T(V);<g){n ^ 2). In particular rank^FD(K) = (q -l)(^f 2 -l)---PROPOSITION 6. Choose an affine hyperplane He Vaway from the origin. There is a canonical isomorphism (depending on H)
where the first summand is the part on which °ll{y^) acts as identity and the second summand is the part on which Ys*e<%(Vi) a acts as zero -Then there is a canonical exact sequence (depending on V x )
COROLLARY. Let fi\GL(V) -+ W F be the character of the virtual repre-
Then for any ae GL(V\ j8(a) = SA where the sum is over the n eigenvalues X of a.
REMARKS. 1. ƒ? is the classical Brauer lifting of the identity representation of GL(V). Of course, in order to check that jS was indeed a character, Brauer had to use his characterization of characters in terms of elementary subgroups, while here the virtual representation corresponding to /? is constructed explicitly.
2. The complete description of the irreducible (complex) characters of the general linear group over a finite field is due to J. A. Green [2] . However explicit realizations of the discrete series representations were known only for SL 2 (see Tanaka [5] ).
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